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Abstract

We demonstrate Captaina, computer assisted pronunciation training portal. It is aimed at university students, who read passages aloud and receive automatic feedback based on speech recognition and phoneme classification. Later their teacher can provide more accurate feedback and comments through the portal.

The system enables better independent practice. It also acts as a data collection method. We aim to gather both good quality second language speech data with segmentations, and the teacher given evaluations of pronunciation.

Index Terms: Automatic pronunciation rating, data collection

1. Introduction

In second language instruction, learning and improving learners pronunciation is typically a very time consuming endeavor. Human teachers rarely have enough resources to provide the individual attention and feedback that learners need and the learners are often too shy to practice and to receive corrective feedback in class in front of peers. The nature of pronunciation learning makes automated pronunciation rating system a suitable tool for private learning and practicing[1]. Furthermore, computerized pronunciation practice tools free teachers to focus on interactive, communicative skills in the classroom.

In this demo we show our work in developing a pronunciation practice portal, which provides automatic feedback and a human evaluation interface. This portal has a dual role: it serves both the needs of language education and research data collection. Previously we have demonstrated automatic pronunciation evaluation of Swedish and English for Finnish speakers in [2] and [3]. The demo portal is being developed in cooperation with Aalto University language courses. The first prototype focuses on Finnish spoken by Arabic origin language speakers. We have bootstrapped an automatic pronunciation rating system for the Arabic-Finnish language pair with a manual data collection phase.

The main problems in computer assisted pronunciation training identified in [4] are first language dependency and integration of the various existing tools. We hope to address the latter concern with the demonstrated system and use it to gather multi-lingual language learning data to enable further research into better pronunciation teaching tools, including first language independency. More recently multiple deep neural network based pronunciation methods have been proposed [5, 6], and these type of models benefit from larger training datasets.

2. Practice portal

The student logs into the practice portal, which is a web based application. They select a batch of phrases to read. The phrases are read aloud, one by one. Figure 1 shows how automatic speech recognition follows the reader in real-time to allow self-monitoring. Each utterance is automatically validated immediately, to ensure that the data collected is suitable for automatic processing. Though the goal of this validation is not to judge the reader, it acts as a preliminary level of feedback, and hopefully encourages the student to continue. The speech recogniser also produces a segmentation into words and phonemes, which are stored as well.

After the selected phrases have been read, the automatic pronunciation evaluation is performed. The student then gets various feedback: a general score and individual phoneme scores, as shown in figure 2. The student may also listen to the recordings and compare with native speaker references.

This demo is not intended for repetitive practice of the pronunciation of single words, but rather to practice full sentences. Our earlier work[2] has indicated that when the training data is limited the pronunciation statistics over a batch of sentences becomes more reliable than that of a single word. However a more recent study[7] shows that after collecting more human evaluation data, the automatic evaluation can be trained accurately enough to provide useful feedback even on individual words. Therefore we are hoping to use this system to gather more data and develop the individual word evaluation capability.
2.1. Technical implementation

The realtime automatic speech recognition is built with Kaldi[8] and the server framework from [9]. The training data for speech recognition is purely from native speakers. We have created a system that generates phrase-specific decoding graphs, which are very small and fast, and recognize deviations from the text.

The phonetic segments, extracted with the speech recognition segmentation, are passed through a bi-directional recurrent neural network phoneme classifier which is also trained purely on native speaker data[2, 7]. Finally, a statistical regressor is trained to map the phoneme classification probabilities to corresponding human evaluations. This regressor is then used in the demo to calculate an automatic pronunciation rating for the non-native user.

3. Evaluation interface

To prepare the trainin sessions, teacher can create batches of text to read in the portal. Phrase-specific decoding graphs are then created automatically on the speech recognition backend.

To provide evaluations, feedback and comments to the students, the teachers utilize an evaluation interface that displays the students’ data and passes the human evaluations both to the students and the researchers to accumulate the anonymized training data for improving the pronunciation rating performance and enabling further pedagogical research.

This demonstration version gathers human evaluations for each uttered word separately. The granularity of evaluations is somewhat important; during model training in [2], we had low inter-rater agreement on ratings based on longer continuous sections.

4. Data collection

All of the successfully validated utterance recordings, their segmentation, and all human evaluations are transferred to storage. Firstly the data is needed to further develop the practice portal. Secondly if the portal is helpful enough, it may be incorporated into various language courses. The language courses at Aalto University have a steady supply of new students, who are very motivated to learn. Furthermore the teachers are also motivated to provide their evaluations in exchange for being able to use this portal in their courses. This will enable a relatively large-scale, multi-lingual second language audio and pronunciation evaluation data collection effort.

The collected data also has a longitudinal aspect, as the courses last multiple weeks and students may take multiple courses. Another interesting research area might be the same students taking courses of different languages.

To allow sharing the data for speech research, the students and teachers will be asked for the proper permissions. The data will be made available through The Language Bank of Finland. Also the tools that we have developed for the data collection can be distributed to the community.

5. Conclusions

We demonstrate a second language pronunciation practice portal. It will enable students to better practice their pronunciation skills, teachers to spend more time in classroom on other skills and a multi-lingual second language pronunciation data collection effort.

Our current system works for Finnish of Arabic origin language speakers, but given suitable training data it can be extended for other languages and language pairs. The data collection effort is the key for improving the quality of the feedback for the student and for further research.
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